January, 2008

Civil Procedure students:

Welcome!

I look forward to studying with you this year.

Stop by the office (Room 413) for a few minutes to get acquainted.

If you are looking to economize on books for the course, the following may be available in used condition: “Choices in Civil Procedure: A Book of Cases” (2003), Kane’s Nutshell (2007), federal rules pamphlet (with statutes and Constitution) (only 2007 or later), Humbach’s “Whose Monet?” (2007). You might even share “Whose Monet?” with another student. However, the “Addendum” (course packet) is new this year.

For emergencies of short duration, copies of “Choices in Civil Procedure” and the “Addendum” will be on reserve at the Circulation Desk in the Law Library.

Best wishes for success in the course!

Sincerely,

Charles Rees